
  

 

A NEW ANIMATED SERIES DEVELOPMENT 

FOR TF1 and ZAGTOON 

  

 

 

After the international hit « Miraculous, The adventures of Ladybug and Cat Noir », TF1 

announces, with Zagtoon, the development of « Ghost Force », a new kid project for 

children 5 to 8 year olds in 52x13’ in partnership with Bandai and PGS Entertainment. 

 

Ghosts do exist! There are here, really near, hidden in various objects where they’ve been 

sleeping for ages… Do not wake them up while handling or breaking these valuable things! 

Because then… what a mess! Indeed, awaken and disoriented by this world they don’t know, 

ghosts are spreading chaos… and terrorizing people. Fortunately, a group of three high-

school ghost hunters exists and fights against these villains. Their name: the Ghost Force! 

Thanks to their special superheroes suits, these three students are as powerful as ghosts! 

They are the only ones able to track, fight and catch them… before the beginning of their 

mathematics class!  



« After the successful experience of « Miraculous, The adventures of Ladybug and Cat Noir », 

we are really happy to go aboard a new animated series’ project with Zagtoon. The concept, 

proposed by Jeremy Zag, perfectly matches with stories for our young viewers » explains 

Yann Labasque, Head of Children Programs at TF1. « Thrill, action and comedy, great 

adventures coming up! » 

“We could think of no better way of collaborating with TF1’s artistic teams to go along on 

this ambitious and international project. Once again, I really thank Yann Labasque and its 

team to believe in this vision as they did for Ladybug five years ago” adds Jeremy Zag, 

Zagtoon’s Co-Founder and CEO. ‘’After saving Paris with Ladybug, we, now, head towards 

Manhattan for fluorescent, breathtaking and bouncing adventures.” 
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